stick any longer. It takes so much money
for Ben since she want to live in town it
can't stand it.

Listen we want kind of job do you think you can get one. I don't think we could push all of our success in
boxing countries.

I am going try a job here
this week or
can be near if you need.
I got three or (booklet) will make answering the week if I can

If I can get names maybe you
you have written about. I would sell
tell by direct sales. Ask them how
many they have available. They were
per 1000.

And let me know how you are doing. Oltt
Lister. I think we can
run the AC U.S. A.

There are 1500 members. These, $3000 a year.
we can try

I may be get out a small way

for them

Any more news I will write news you but let me hear soon

As Ever

[Signature]